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If you think ghosts are only responsible for
hauntings, think again. The Demonologist reveals
the grave religious process behind supernatural
events and how it can happen to you. Used as a text
in seminaries and classrooms, this is one book you
can't put down. For over five decades Ed and
Loraine Warren have been considered America's
foremost experts on demonology and exorcism. With
over 3,000 investigations to their credit, they reveal
what actually breaks the peace in haunted houses.
Expertly written by Gerald Daniel Brittle, a nonfiction
writer with advanced degrees in literature and
psychology specializing in mystical theology. Don't
miss the Warrens in the new movie "The Conjuring."
"Shakespeare knew all about the devil, and Yolande
Suzin tells you why. Using her formidable knowledge
of the supernatural, she tells what the man from
Stratford could never say. Fast, intelligent and
challenging, this book earns the rare distinction of
being nonfiction that matters." Gerald Brittle, Author,
The Demonologist, The Extraordinary Career of Ed
and Lorraine Warren Shakespeare's tragedies are
powerful tales of the occult for sophisticated
audiences. Where witchcraft is in play, the rules of
interaction with the spirit world are not to be broken.
Elizabethans knew infractions sanctioned evil to
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dispense extraordinary influence over our senses,
emotions, imagination and body resulting in
dementia; moderns do not. This narrative describes
the conflict behind the scenes in the barter for
possession of a human soul, and why spirits act as
they do. What was eliminated from Shakespeare's
works is skillfully illuminated in the writer's narrative
to show the balance of condemnation, punishment
and deliverance in the invisible world. Told from the
view of hunted and hunter, this detailed exposure of
a victim to the impact of witchcraft explains why for
thousands of years the practice of sorcery evoked a
death penalty, and rightly so.
"An Authors Guild Backinprint.com edition."
Packed with real-life tales of adventure, breathtaking
illustrations, and practical tools, this handbook is an
inspiring guide for the next generation of climate
activists, conservationists, and nature lovers. We
share this incredible planet we call home with
countless living creatures, from butterflies and
falcons to koalas and dolphins. And just like us,
animals everywhere are faced with the growing
threat of climate change. Featuring seven categories
of creatures, this handbook offers a roadmap for
change and an invitation to explore the outdoors with
fascinating facts, hope-filled stories, and hands-on
STEAM activities. Each chapter highlights the
biographies of scientists, artists, and adventurers
from diverse backgrounds who have used their
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passion and skills to become courageous advocates
for animals around the world. The second book in a
middle-grade series for young activists and
conservationists, The Wild World Handbook:
Creatures empowers readers to appreciate and
protect Earth’s wildlife. Inside you will find: • Seven
incredible categories of creatures • Fourteen
inspiring biographies • Seven kid-friendly DIY
activities • Seven fun field trips • And much more!
The DemonologistThe Extraordinary Career of Ed
and Lorraine WarrenBackinprint.Com
Astonishing true stories of paranormal nightmares!
From devilish dolls and haunted Ouija boards to
witchcraft disasters and doomed demonic deals,
True Tales Trilogy covers a wide spectrum of occult
encounters that end in horror, hardship, and tragedy.
If there’s one theme that runs throughout this
compendium, it’s this: If you play with fire, you’re
going to get burned. In this one convenient volume
you get the full editions of the following books: Ouija
Board Nightmares: Terrifying True Tales Demonic
Dolls: True Tales of Terrible Toys Evil Unleashed:
True Tales of Spells Gone to Hell and Other Occult
Disasters In the tradition of paranormal experts and
authors Gabriele Amorth, Ed and Lorraine Warren,
and Zak Bagans, True Tales Trilogy author John
Harker engages the reader with thrilling accounts of
demonic and ghostly activity while at the same time
offering warnings and advice to those thinking about
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dabbling in, or already ensnared by, the occult. Ouija
Board Nightmares: For more than a century, the
Ouija board has attracted the attention of a wide
variety of people: paranormal thrill-seekers,
adventurous adolescents, temperamental teens,
tipsy party guests, and even curious skeptics. Most
of the time, those who dabble with the Ouija or other
spirit boards experience nothing out of the ordinary.
But many times that's not the case. And many times
that extraordinary experience isn't just strange, but
downright terrifying. Ouija Board Nightmares takes a
look at some of those terrifying experiences, which
range from nightmarish manifestations to actual
physical assaults. The author’s intention is to inform
and engage, but primarily to warn. While the Ouija
board may be marketed as a harmless game, it is
indeed neither. If the accounts in this book don't
convince you of that, then nothing will. Demonic
Dolls: Can dolls really become haunted? Can
demons take possession of people’s playthings?
According to a large number of paranormal
investigators, exorcists, and demonologists, the
answer is a resounding yes. Not only are such
phenomena possible, they happen fairly often, with
dolls being one of the most frequent targets of spirit
attachment. Sometimes those spirits are benign, or
at the most mischievous. But many are outright evil
and dangerous. This book examines some of the
world’s most famous haunted dolls. Some you may
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have heard about. Others will be new. All will make
you reconsider the world you thought you knew. Evil
Unleashed: The occult is many things to many
people. For some, it is a path to enlightenment.
Others find it a source of personal transformation.
And still others consider it a doorway to the devil.
While distinctions can be drawn and argued all day,
what can't be argued is this: the occult is dangerous.
It opens channels that are best left closed. It attracts
entities that don't play by the rules. And it demands
more—always more—than what was bargained for.
These true-life accounts reveal the heartache and
horror that can occur when people participate in the
occult and, knowingly or not, release dark spirits into
the human realm. Dabbler or devotee—it doesn't
matter how deeply one is committed or involved.
Once evil is unleashed, it treats everyone the same:
hellishly.
"All of the necessary information is there, Mr. Deel
covers all the bases to create an up-to-date read on
a very complex subject , as it reveals the 'Hows' and
'Whys' of ghost and demonic activity. Particularly
useful for those who must cope with this dreadful
phenomenon a professional level. The book is full of
sound advice and practical detail what activity lurks
behind the veil...Whether you are a Clergymen, a
would-be "Ghost buster" or just merely a "Curious
one" about these topics, you will find the book very
informative." - Gerald Brittle, Author of "The
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Demonologist: The Extraordinary Careers of Ed &
Lorraine Warren" and "The Devil in Connecticut"
This book provides a fascinating historical and
cultural overview of traditional beliefs about spirit
possession and exorcism around the world, from
Europe to Asia and the Middle East to the Americas.
• Provides an interdisciplinary perspective on the
subject of spirit possession, reflecting the work of
scholars and experts from many fields • Covers a
wide range of cultures, traditions, and phenomena
with up-to-date, little-known information that is
difficult to find through independent research •
Includes primary documents that give students
accounts of exorcism and spiritual possession and
serve to foster critical thinking skills and media
literacy • Features sidebars that illuminate key points
and present related information, with special
attention paid to exorcism and spirit possession in
popular culture
Part fascinating history and part practical manual, this
engaging guide takes the position that the Ouija Board is
indeed as powerful as its detractors claim, revealing the dark
secrets and hidden truths of this curious, enduring “game.”
Milton's Paradise Lost. Goethe's Faust. Aaron Spelling's
Satan's School for Girls? Laurence A. Rickels scours the
canon and pop culture in this all-encompassing study on the
Devil. Continuing the work he began in his influential book
The Vampire Lectures, Rickels returns with his trademark wit
and encyclopedic knowledge to go mano a mano with the
Prince of Darkness himself.
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With entries that range from specific works to authors,
folklore, and popular culture (including music, film, television,
urban legend, and gaming), this book provides a singlevolume resource on all things ghostly in the United States
and in other countries. • Provides accessible, interesting, and
fun-to-read information authored by expert researchers and
coedited by scholars who are experts on the topic of ghosts
across human culture • Presents analytical discussions of the
figure of the ghost in each work that will be beneficial to
students in film studies, English, or other classes tasked with
writing an essay on the horror genre or ghost films and books
• Explores how the idea of the ghost implies belief in there
being more to human existence than the physical body and is
intrinsically connected to the concept of the afterlife—and how
these concepts often coexisted uneasily with beliefs
regarding afterlife in religious theologies
Take a spirited tour through the supernatural history of
America, from its haunted sites to its famous ghosts to its
ghost-obsessed pop culture. Ghosts are everywhere—whether
you believe in them or not. Every town has its local legends,
and countless books, movies, and TV shows are haunted by
their presence. But our obsession with ghosts runs deeper
than we know—and is embedded in the very fabric of
American history. Writer and historian Marc Hartzman dons
the mantle of tour guide, taking readers on a fascinating
journey through supernatural history, including: • The Fox
Sisters and the rise of Spiritualism • The supernatural
obsessions of famous figures like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle •
Famous haunted sites like the Eastern State Penitentiary in
Philadelphia and the LaLaurie House in New Orleans •
Famous ghosts like the Bell Witch of Tennessee and the
Greenbrier Ghost of West Virginia • Paranormal investigators
like Ed and Lorraine Warren Deeply researched and highly
entertaining, with archival images and black and white
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illustrations, Chasing Ghosts will satisfy believers and
skeptics alike.
A venture into the art and science of measuring religion in
everyday life In an era of rapid technological advances, the
measures and methods used to generate data about religion
have undergone remarkably little change. Faithful Measures
pushes the study of religion into the 21st century by
evaluating new and existing measures of religion and
introducing new methods for tapping into religious behaviors
and beliefs. This book offers a global and innovative
approach, with chapters on the intersection of religion and
new technology, such as smart phone apps, Google Ngrams,
crowdsourcing data, and Amazon buying networks. It also
shows how old methods can be improved by using new
technology to create online surveys with experimental
designs and by developing new ways of mining data from
existing information. Chapter contributors thoroughly explain
how to employ these new techniques, and offer fresh insights
into understanding the complex topic of religion in modern
life. Beyond its quantitative contributions, Faithful Measures
will be an invaluable resource for inspiring a new wave of
creativity and exploration in our connected world
In 1896, Maxim Gorky declared cinema "the Kingdom of
Shadows." In its silent, ashen-grey world, he saw a land of
spectral, and ever since then cinema has had a special
relationship with the haunted and the ghostly. Cinematic
Ghosts is the first collection devoted to this subject, including
fourteen new essays, dedicated to exploring the many
permutations of the movies' phantoms. Cinematic Ghosts
contains essays revisiting some classic ghost films within the
genres of horror (The Haunting, 1963), romance (Portrait of
Jennie, 1948), comedy (Beetlejuice, 1988) and the art film
(Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives, 2010), as
well as essays dealing with a number of films from around the
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world, from Sweden to China. Cinematic Ghosts traces the
archetype of the cinematic ghost from the silent era until
today, offering analyses from a range of historical, aesthetic
and theoretical dimensions.
Explores this dark aspect of folklore and religion and the role
that demons play in the modern world. Includes numerous
entries documenting beliefs about demons and demonology
from ancient history to the present.
Eerie occurrences, spooky events, unsolved mysteries, and
terrifying specters haunt Connecticut. Tales of Blood-thirsty
dolls, haunted lighthouses and a phantom plane crash tingle
the spine of travelers to Haunted Connecticut. Connecticut is
known for haunted islands; phantom ships, trains, and
planes; sightings of UFOs, aliens, and real men in black
(MIB); and encounters with Bigfoot and evil black dogs.There
have been plenty of strange atmospheric anomalies, such as
Connecticut’s Dark Day; solid clouds that came crashing
down from the sky in the Litchfield Hills in 1758; the Moodus
Noises, which have yet to be fully understood; and Notch
Hollow near Bolton, where car windows fog over for no
apparent reason while passing an abandoned railroad track.
Indeed, the stories in this book, covering the whole spectrum
of the supernatural, are fun to read in a satisfyingly spooky
kind of way.

What, exactly, makes us afraid? Is it monsters, gore, the
unknown? Perhaps it’s a biblical sense of malice, lurking
unnoticed in the corners of horror films. Holy Writ
attempts to ward off aliens, ghosts, witches, psychopaths
and demons, yet it often becomes a source of evil itself.
Looking first at Psycho (1960) and continuing through
2017, this book analyzes the starring and supporting
roles of the Good Book in horror films, monster movies
and thrillers to discover why it incites such fear. In a
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culture with high biblical awareness and low biblical
literacy, horrific portrayals can greatly influence an
audience’s canonical beliefs.
Another horror/thriller American fiction with new and
interesting characters. Do you believe in demons and
witchcrafts? Or do you like contacting them? The book is
not for the faint-hearted ones although, you can read it,
that’s fine. Are we really being human these days? Have
you doubted yourself that you have evil spirits within
you? What if the myths are actually happening and we
didn’t know? Alright, so many questions in the
head…guess the book would answer you. Dive into the
spirit realm and face the dark stuff, if you dare!
Can dolls really become haunted? Can demons take
possession of people’s playthings? According to a large
number of paranormal investigators, exorcists, and
demonologists, the answer is a resounding yes. Not only
are such phenomena possible, they happen fairly often,
with dolls being one of the most frequent targets of spirit
attachment. Sometimes those spirits are benign, or at
the most mischievous. But many are outright evil and
dangerous. This book examines some of the world’s
most famous haunted dolls. Some you may have heard
about. Others will be new. All will make you reconsider
the world you thought you knew. Here is some of what
you’ll find inside: * Robert, the haunted doll from Key
West. A lot of the information out there about him is
wrong. Find out the truth behind the legend. But don’t
think the truth is any less terrifying. * Annabelle, the
demonic doll featured in the movies The Conjuring and
Annabelle. Find out why the real Annabelle is much,
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much more frightening. * Peggy, the Internet sensation.
Why you should think twice before looking at her picture.
* Find out which doll started as a hoax, turned into a
terrifying reality, and is now considered one of the most
"active" haunted dolls in the world. * Discover which
exotic locale and tourist attraction is a pediophobe’s
biggest nightmare. You won’t believe such a place
exists. * Clown dolls. Need more be said? These stories
and many more are what you’ll find in this collection of
true accounts from the frightening yet fascinating world
of haunted and demonic dolls. Reading this book will
undoubtedly raise more questions than it answers, but
one thing is assured: you’ll never look at a doll the same
again.
Beschrijving van de spirituele groei van de menselijke
ziel tussen de verschillende levens.
In this three-volume set, international scholars from
across a broad spectrum of scholarly fields examine the
concept of evil throughout history and world cultures
from religious, scientific, psychological, and political
perspectives. • Contains original contributions from 75
distinguished scholars from various religious and cultural
backgrounds, including psychologists, academic and
clinical sociologists, historians, philosophers,
theologians, and professors of political science, ethics,
and law
What if a possessed child was the world’s only hope for
salvation? In the small town of Angelica, New York, it is
discovered that a ten-year-old boy named Kyle Tompkins
is possessed—not by some evil spirit, but by the angel
Gabriel. The angel is not hurting the child; he is trying to
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warn those around him that the child is part of a
prophecy and that there is a gathering storm that seeks
to kill the boy. When it is discovered one of Kyle’s own
family members is part of the conspiracy against him, his
mother takes him and flees along with their pastor,
Michelle Heller, and a Franciscan Friar, Daniel LaBeau.
They soon learn the depth of their adversaries’
organization as they flee from one sanctuary to another
with killers seemingly always encircling them. As they
continue to seek safe refuge, they search for answers:
What makes Kyle so special and why do so many people
want him dead? As they discover the truth behind what is
happening, they learn just how daunting their mission
truly is and how important it is for them to succeed.
Angelica is a supernatural thriller that cites biblical
verses, as well as written sources on angelogy,
demonology, and eschatology to provide an enriching
look at the supernatural beyond that of most
contemporary fiction. Angelica is also a message for
people of faith in dark and troubling times and perhaps a
guiding light to lead the way out of the darkness.
An insightful read for anyone who is interested in
religion, this book offers fresh, biblical insight into the
preaching of faith healing from a Christian perspective. •
Explains how faith healers have persuaded thousands of
followers over more than a century's time • Clearly
differentiates between miraculous healing versus the
providential • Demystifies the call of God from a Biblical
perspective and provides insight into the work of the Holy
Spirit • Explains why demons do not possess people
today • Critiques the gospel of health and wealth and
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offers insight into correct Biblical exegesis
A fascinating, beautifully illustrated collection of stories
from the hit podcast Lore - now an online streaming
series They live in shadows - deep in the forest, late in
the night, in the dark recesses of our mind. They're
spoken of in stories and superstitions, relics of an
unenlightened age, old wives' tales, passed down
through generations. And yet, no matter how wary and
jaded we have become, as individuals or as a society, a
part of us remains vulnerable to them. Werewolves and
wendigos, poltergeists and vampires, angry elves and
vengeful spirits. In this beautifully illustrated volume, the
host of the hit podcast Lore serves as a guide on a
fascinating journey through the history of these terrifying
creatures, and explores not only the legends but what
they tell us about ourselves. Aaron Mahnke invites us to
the desolate Pine Barrens of New Jersey, where the
notorious winged, red-eyed Jersey Devil dwells. Mahnke
delves into harrowing accounts of cannibalism-some
officially documented, others the stuff of speculation . . .
perhaps. He visits the dimly lit rooms where séances
take place, the European villages where gremlins make
mischief, and Key West, Florida, home of a haunted doll
named Robert. The monsters of folklore have become
not only a part of our language but a part of our collective
psyche. Whether these beasts and bogeymen are real or
just a reflection of our primal fears, we know, on some
level, that not every mystery has been explained, and
that the unknown still holds the power to strike fear deep
in our hearts and souls. As Aaron Mahnke reminds us,
sometimes the truth is even scarier than the lore... Praise
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for the Lore podcast 'Truth can often be much scarier
than fiction - something Mahnke proves as he dives deep
into the world of folklore and the darker side of history in
a quest to root out the fragment of truth at the bottom of
our fears." - Entertainment Weekly 'Narrated by Mahnke
in a style that evokes spooky campfire stories, Lore is a
history lesson like no other.' - Esquire

The occult seduces in many ways. It promises secret
knowledge and magical powers. It teases of
enlightenment and transformation. It enchants with
mysteries and wonders. But therein lies the trap.
Once the shiny bait is taken, the hook is pulled. The
prey is left to slowly perish, gasping for breath in a
metaphysical dream that has turned into a
nightmare. The occult is nothing if not dangerous. It
opens channels that are best left closed. It attracts
entities that don’t play by the rules. And it demands
more – always more – than what was bargained for.
These true-life accounts reveal the heartache and
horror that can occur when people participate in the
occult – be it witchcraft, Ouija boards, white magic or
black – and knowingly or not, release dark spirits into
the human realm. Dabbler or devotee, it doesn’t
matter how deeply one is committed or involved.
Once evil is unleashed, it treats everyone the same:
hellishly.
Criminological Theory is an examination of the major
theoretical perspectives in criminology today. Werner
J. Einstadter and Stuart Henry lay bare various
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theorists' ideas about human nature, social structure,
social order, concepts of law, crime and criminals,
the logic of crime causation, and the policies and
practices that follow from these premises. Material is
presented and organized around these analytic and
critical dimensions throughout the text.
Criminological Theory provides students with a clear
overview of the subject that enables informed
comparisons among diverse concepts. Abstract
concepts are explained clearly to maximize the
significance of each theoretical framework. The
authors cover the major literature in an engaging,
comprehensive, and accessible way, allowing
students to develop a critical understanding of
foundational and contemporary ideas in Criminology.
Special agent Atlee Pine is gestationeerd in het
westelijk deel van de Verenigde Staten, waar de
bevolking op zichzelf is, de overheid gewantrouwd
wordt en de natuur geen genade kent. Op vijfjarige
leeftijd werd haar tweelingzusje ontvoerd door een
seriemoordenaar en vanaf het moment dat ze oud
genoeg was om bij de FBI te gaan, heeft Atlee haar
leven gewijd aan het opsporen van degenen die
anderen kwaad willen doen. En ze is goed. Heel
goed. Ze zou een van de beste profilers van de FBI
kunnen zijn, als ze niet de voorkeur gaf aan het
bestrijden van criminaliteit in de outback van
Amerika boven carrière maken in de slangenkuil van
Washington D.C. Een eenzaam bestaan, maar daar
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heeft ze vrede mee. Wanneer het verminkte karkas
van een muilezel wordt gevonden in de Grand
Canyon wordt Atlees hulp ingeroepen. De berijder
wordt vermist en hij blijkt niet de enige persoon te
zijn die recentelijk is verdwenen. Atlee komt
tegenover een gruwelijk monster te staan, maar
moet ook de confrontatie aan met een nachtmerrie
uit haar verleden.
Vampires and werewolves; phantoms and
phantasms: looming out of the fog leaps the
menacing spectre of the lycanthrope, ghoul or bloodcrazed zombie. Intrigued by some of the most
sinister, yet at the same time most compelling,
legends of western civilization, Gregory L Reece
dusts down his stake and crucifix, loads his silver
bullets and takes off into the wilds in search of
answers and fresh adventures. Rummaging around
in crumbling tombs and cobwebbed sarcophagi, his
latest quest leads him into the haunted realm of the
dead and the undead: of those carnivorous,
nocturnal hunters that might perhaps better be left
undisturbed. Why, he asks, is our culture obsessed
by the eerie and the macabre? Why, despite its
horrors, does the 'dark side' of the supernatural - its
seances and ghost-hunting, demonic possession
and the occult - call to us with such dangerous
allure? Whether tracking night-stalking werewolves,
chanting black magic mantras with Satanists, or
interviewing a funereal modern-day Count Dracula,
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Reece is determined to uncover the truth. A wry
exploration of a secret and secretive subculture,
"Creatures of the Night" is at the same time a bold
and startling journey into a wraithlike world that has
so often seemed to lie beyond the limits of rational
comprehension - until now.
A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year “Smart,
funny, and fearless.” —THE BOSTON GLOBE
Women have always been seen as monsters. Men
from Aristotle to Freud have insisted that women are
freakish creatures, capable of immense destruction.
Maybe they are. And maybe that’s a good thing....
Sady Doyle, hailed as “smart, funny and fearless”
by the Boston Globe, takes readers on a tour of the
female dark side, from the biblical Lilith to Dracula’s
Lucy Westenra, from the T-Rex in Jurassic Park to
the teen witches of The Craft. She illuminates the
women who have shaped our nightmares: Serial
killer Ed Gein’s “domineering” mother Augusta;
exorcism casualty Anneliese Michel, starving herself
to death to quell her demons; author Mary Shelley,
dreaming her dead child back to life. These
monsters embody patriarchal fear of women, and
illustrate the violence with which men enforce
traditionally feminine roles. They also speak to the
primal threat of a woman who takes back her power.
In a dark and dangerous world, Dead Blondes and
Bad Mothers asks women to look to monsters for the
ferocity we all need to survive. “Some people take a
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scalpel to the heart of media culture; Sady Doyle
brings a bone saw, a melon baller, and a
machete.”—Andi Zeisler, author of We Were
Feminists Once
Professor David Ullman is gespecialiseerd in
demonische literatuur, met als hoofdonderwerp
Paradise Lost van John Milton. Op een middag
ontvangt hij een bezoeker die hem uit genodigt in
Venetië een bijzonder verschijnsel te komen
aanschouwen. David is wel toe aan een korte
vakantie en vertrekt samen met zijn twaalfjarige
dochter Tess naar Italië. Uiteindelijk keert hij
getraumatiseerd terug in Amerika, zonder zijn
dochter. Pas dan dringt het langzaam tot hem door
dat er een andere wereld bestaat, waar Tess zou
kunnen zijn. Met deze wetenschap begint hij aan
een zoektocht die hem door Amerika voert, naar
aanwijzingen over zijn verloren kind. Hoe ver kan hij
gaan in zijn poging Tess terug te brengen in zijn
leven? De zwarte kroon, geschreven in Pypers
kenmerkende, krachtige stijl, neemt je mee naar
werelden waarvan je tot voor kort geen weet had.
"...at this point I knew that a paranormal voice, totally
independent from the medium, was speaking in midspace in my blacked-out bedroom. The next
question would be, 'who was speaking?'" A Walk On
The Wild Side is a compilation of Gary Williams'
experiences with paranormal and psychic
phenomena over a fifty year period. It includes his
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involvement with the UFO phenomena, predictions
of the future made to him by psychics that came true
years later, and his encounters with ghosts and
poltergeists.
Have a Ouija board in your house? Thinking about
trying one out? You won’t after reading this book.
Containing the full editions of Ouija Board
Nightmares 1 and 2, this newest compendium offers
a sweeping thrill ride through the mysterious and hairraising world of the Ouija. Real-life encounters with
strange and terrible entities drive these tales of
unearthly obsession, frightful oppression, and
terrifying possession. Though the Ouija board may
be marketed as a game, there are no winners in this
activity. Only victims. Fans of the paranormal, wouldbe dabblers in the occult, skeptics as well as
believers will find Ouija Board Nightmares: The
Complete Collection an entertaining if not cautionary
reading experience. The chilling stories told within its
pages may confirm your own suspicions, or open
your eyes to a dark and dangerous alternate reality.
One thing is certain: they will not be soon forgotten.
Nightmares rarely are.
Demonologist Dwayne Claud takes you into the shadows of
the dark side of paranormal investigation with accounts of
actual cases.
Shooting Star shows us how negative entities can create
difficulties at home and in the community. Paranormal
investigators who have concerns should benefit from the
practical advice given on how to build awareness of various
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paranormal phenomena.
Readers are encouraged to submit suggestions for social
policy of any nature to combat evil, as well as submit answers
through the Survey Monkey site showing your definition of evil
and your personal example of evil. A second edition of this
book is planned and your comments will help. You may
contact us at reedadams@yahoo.com. Thank you for you
help.
Think the Ouija board is just a game? Think again. For more
than a century, the Ouija board has attracted the attention of
a wide variety of people: paranormal thrill-seekers,
adventurous adolescents, temperamental teens, tipsy party
guests, and even curious skeptics. Most of the time, those
who dabble with the Ouija or other spirit boards experience
nothing out of the ordinary. But many times that's not the
case. And many times that extraordinary experience isn't just
strange, but downright terrifying. Ouija Board Nightmares
takes a look at some of those terrifying experiences, which
range from nightmarish manifestations to actual physical
assaults and demonic possession. While part of the author’s
intention is to inform and engage with these scary accounts,
the main objective is to warn. While the Ouija board may be
marketed as a harmless game, it is indeed neither. If the
accounts in this book don't convince you of that, then nothing
will.
Haunting accounts of real-life exorcisms through the centuries
and around the world, from ancient Egypt and the biblical
Middle East to colonial America and twentieth-century South
Africa A Penguin Classic Levitation. Feats of superhuman
strength. Speaking in tongues. A hateful, glowing stare. The
signs of spirit possession have been documented for
thousands of years and across religions and cultures, even
into our time: In 2019 the Vatican convened 250 priests from
50 countries for a weeklong seminar on exorcism. The
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Penguin Book of Exorcisms brings together the most
astonishing accounts: Saint Anthony set upon by demons in
the form of a lion, a bull, and a panther, who are no match for
his devotion and prayer; the Prophet Muhammad casting an
enemy of God out of a young boy; fox spirits in medieval
China and Japan; a headless bear assaulting a woman in
sixteenth-century England; the possession in the French town
of Loudun of an entire convent of Ursuline nuns; a Zulu
woman who floated to a height of five feet almost daily; a
previously unpublished account of an exorcism in Earling,
Iowa, in 1928--an important inspiration for the movie The
Exorcist; poltergeist activity at a home in Maryland in
1949--the basis for William Peter Blatty's novel The Exorcist;
a Filipina girl "bitten by devils"; and a rare example of a
priest's letter requesting permission of a bishop to perform an
exorcism--after witnessing a boy walk backward up a wall.
Fifty-seven percent of Americans profess to believe in
demonic possession; after reading this book, you may too.
A fascinating survey of the entire history of tall tales, folklore,
and mythology in the United States from earliest times to the
present, including stories and myths from the modern era that
have become an essential part of contemporary popular
culture. • Presents a compelling mix of some 500 entries
drawn from traditional Native American and European
American culture as well as Mexican American, African
American, Chinese American, and other national traditions •
Includes numerous primary documents that help readers to
pinpoint and understand the origins of different myths and
legends as well as how they evolve over time • Features a
wide variety of entries drawn from newer traditions of science
fiction, urban legends, and conspiracy theories • Supplies
bibliographic references with each entry that include websites
for further reading and research
Anyone who requires an "eclectic protective advantage" in
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harmony with universal law, in order to counter increased
paranormal negativity will appreciate the clarity that Shooting
Star uses to explain his techniques. Whether you have
encountered a negative energy force which is difficult to
eliminate; or whether you are looking for a sustainable
defensive approach to discourage or resist paranormal
intruders, Shooting Star's methods and techniques can be
used on their own; or they can be used in conjunction with a
diversity of other related practices.
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